INTERVENTION FOR RESCUE PERSON (risk of infection)
COVID 19

FOR ALL AMBULANCES OPERATIONS

Surgical mask for victim and firefighters

⚠️ The installation of a surgical mask on all the victims treated must not be an obstacle to the planned first aid measures (O2 etc...).

IF INFORMATION COVID 19
(cough and/or fever and/or respiratory discomfort) TO THE ALERT?

IF NO INFORMATION COVID 19 TO THE ALERT?

RECOGNITION BY 1 FIREMAN

Recognition by 1 Fireman (Chief or Crewman) : complete outfit: FFP2 mask + gloves + glasses + Type 6)

https://youtu.be/QDxVZCWm8G0

EVALUATION

Presence of cough and/or fever and/or respiratory discomfort?

Temperature taken by the victim if possible

Type 6 is confirmed if I’m already dressed.
Otherwise dressed.

I can stay with a surgical mask.

RESCUE REQUIRES MORE THAN ONE FIREMAN?

• Reinforcement by one fireman in type 6
• Washing the victim’s hands if possible with hydro-alcoholic solution
• First aid evaluation

• Reinforcement by one or firemen with surgical mask.
• Washing the victim’s hands if possible with hydro-alcoholic solution
• First aid evaluation
For the driver (if he has been in contact with the victim) undresses before returning to the cabin + remember to take out of the cell the driver’s dressing kit (will be used for disinfection).

The transport is carried out with a drop-off point for the victim determined by the regulating doctor.

Crewman and/or chief remain with the victim in the sanitary cell, the driver if possible will have removed as much material as possible from the cell to the cabin before conditioning the victim.

Reconditioning and disinfection

Undressing of the crewman and the apparatus chief.
Total disinfection of the VSAV, wearing the same level of protection as during transport (type 6 for Covid 19).
Waste: Double packaging. Do not throw away the glasses.

The Fire Department pharmacy has made a SANIVAP available on the premises of the SAMU in the SMUR’s vehicle wash room.
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